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Today’s Agenda

• 15:00 – 15:05 Chairman’s Introduction

• 15:05 – 15:25 Keynote Presentation – Dr Rachel Anne Carter

• 15:25 – 15:45 Questions & Answers
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Today’s Speaker
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Dr Rachel Anne Carter

Director, Cyber

The Geneva Association



Dr. Rachel Anne Carter

War, Terrorism And Hostile Cyber 
Activity: Consensus And Clarity Within 
The Cyber Frontier

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Insuring cyber terrorism, hostile cyber activity and cyber war: 

Opportunities and challenges for the industry

The challenge of insuring cyber terrorism and hostile cyber activity (HCA) thus depends upon the 

ability of the industry to

1. Accurately and clearly articulate the risks and any parameters or limits on coverage to 
stakeholders.

2. Identify the responsible actor or type of actor (terrorist, state actor, criminal etc.).

3. Discern the type of attack, whether it be cyber terrorism, HCA or cyber war.

In addition to clarity around coverage, the outcome of the attribution process is an important 

factor in determining whether insurance will ultimately cover a loss or who should ultimately pay. 

This also relates to issues associated with how malicious actors can be held accountable.

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Geneva Association & IFTRIP Cyber Terrorism and Cyber Warfare Task Force: 
Uniting insurers, reinsurers and pools to better understand risks

Report 1:

Rachel Anne Carter and Julian 

Enoizi, Cyber War and Terrorism: 

Towards a common language to 

promote insurability, July 2020.

Report 2: 

Rachel Anne Carter and Julian 

Enoizi, Mapping a Path to Cyber 

Attribution Consensus, March 2021

Report 3:

Rachel Anne Carter, Darren Pain, 

Rory Egan and Peter Zimmerli, 

Impact, Quantification and 

Solutions (illustrative title- expected 

June 2021)

April 2021, FS Club Webinar

All reports can be downloaded at: https://www.genevaassociation.org/cyber-war-and-terrorism

https://www.genevaassociation.org/cyber-war-and-terrorism
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Accurately articulating the risks and any limits on coverage

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Poll 1

Do you feel existing insurance coverage uses terminology to explain cyber risks that are easily read 

and understood by those purchasing policies?

1. Yes, the insurance industry is doing a great job and most language used is clear and concise and 

easily understood

2. The language used to describe cyber events is mostly understood with minor clarification 

needed in some instances

3. The language is opaque and it is not at all clear what is covered and what is not covered

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Accurately articulating the risks and any limits on coverage

The term ‘hostile cyber activity’ (HCA) as a potential tool for the insurance industry to mitigate this ambiguity. HCA sits somewhere

between the existing notions of cyber terrorism and cyber war as understood within an insurance context. The intent is to cause serious

damage in or to another state regardless of publicity or the causing of terror. As such, it is different from cyber terrorism. Even though it

tends to be perpetrated by, on behalf of, or with the financial (or moral) support or encouragement of nation states, HCA cannot be

classed as an act of war as it is currently defined. On that basis, the term might help to distinguish between what is clearly insurable and

what is not (war)

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Poll 2

Does the term Hostile Cyber Activity (HCA) effectively narrow the gap between cyber terrorism and 

cyber war?

1. Yes, it clearly articulates and categorises the behavior

2. No, it does little to promote terminological clarity

3. Yes, it helps to reduce the grey area between different types of malicious cyber activity but 

much work must be done in the future to continue to optimize the wording concerning how to 

describe such behavior

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Accurately articulating the risks and any limits on coverage

➢ Hostile cyber activity seeks to improve consistency and transparency a it related to the spectrum of risk 

underwritten. 

➢ HCA can result in destructive or disruptive outcomes for the insured.

➢ HCA can also occur where individuals or a corporation suffers collateral damage during a cyber attack that 

was perpetrated against a different target.

➢ A precondition to HCA is that prima facie the act is war like.

➢ Recognition must be made that there is still challenges particularly within the property insurance markets 

in covering hostile cyber activity. However, it was the lack of a common definition or common 

understanding which goes to the core of the insurability challenges. 

➢ At present we have a situation where there is increasing threat with the increased transformation to 

online activity and an expansion of cyber terrorism 

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Mapping a path to cyber attribution consensus

➢ Attribution – The process of allocating responsibility

for a cyber attack to an actor and in many cases the

assigning of ultimate responsibility to a state.

➢ Attribution plays a large part in characterizing an

event (war, cyber terrorism, HCA, crime). The process

of attribution and characterisation are often used to

assess the applicability of any sub-limits for cyber

terrorism and where losses can be ceded to terrorism

pools.

➢ Effective attribution can help insurers avoid breaches

of sanctions that may prohibit the making of

payments for cyber extortion to certain organisations,

individuals or states.

➢ It is very complex process to attribute and

characterise an event

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Mapping a path to cyber attribution consensus

➢ A useful advancement in the way in which we insure cyber terrorism and hostile cyber activity (if covered 

under a specific policy) and exclude war is to push for an industry wide consensus or convergence 

regarding the process of attribution and identifying the responsible actor and the type of act undertaken.

➢ Identification of the actor and any corresponding responsibility and accountability is essential for 

safeguarding the community from malicious risks. It also helps insurers to track certain events

➢ The challenges associated with attribution and characterisation is not just about who is responsible and 

accountable but who is undertaking the attribution and characterisation process as for example, some 

governments may not want to attribute as it is questionable regarding whether it is in their interest to do 

so.

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Mapping a path to cyber attribution consensus- state involvement
➢ Some state actors may engage in

plausible deniability and in doing so

may use techniques such as planting

“false flags” to suggest that the actor

was someone else.

➢ Benefit of HCA for attribution is that it

may not be necessary to require

attribution to a specific named state,

rather, it is most likely going to be

sufficient to show (through overt

activity) that a state was involved.

➢ There are a variety of different ways in

which “a” state may be deemed to

have been involved (see table)

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Mapping a path to cyber attribution consensus- Process

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Mapping a path to cyber attribution consensus- Developing 

International Norms

➢ Potential future end goal to ensure there is greater transparency, accountability and efficiency in the 

attribution process is to develop a series of international norms.

➢ Developing international norms is not (*realistically*) going to be achievable in the short term but it is a 

reasonable to seek to have international norms implemented in the medium to longer term.

➢ In order to seek to implement an international norm, it might be advisable to seek to have groups of 

states who are following the same norms and adapting the international norm into their own domestic 

context.

➢ Challenge- the practicality of the challenge is not just getting consensus but it is also getting agreement 

from the states who are adopting the norm to give up some of their freedoms.

➢ Development of any international norms should be something which is done amongst various sectors 

working together: re/insurance companies, large corporates, academics, technology and cyber experts.

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Poll 3 & 4

Should the insurance industry help lead the development of an international norm or harmonized process for the 

attribution and characterisation of an event?

1. Yes, it is important to get full consistency with the way events are categorized

2. No, this should be a matter which the insurer undertaking the process should have the autonomy to 

determine (and clearly state) how such categorization occurs

If the insurance industry was to be involved in leading the development of an international norm, who else needs 

to be at the metaphorical table discerning this?

1. All insurance companies and the corporate customers 

2. Insurance companies, security firms, technology providers, corporates

3. Insurance companies, security firms, technology providers, corporates, government representatives

April 2021, FS Club Webinar
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Geneva Association & IFTRIP Cyber Terrorism and Cyber Warfare Task Force: 
Uniting insurers, reinsurers and pools to better understand risks

Report 1:

Rachel Anne Carter and Julian 

Enoizi, Cyber War and Terrorism: 

Towards a common language to 

promote insurability, July 2020.

Report 2: 

Rachel Anne Carter and Julian 

Enoizi, Mapping a Path to Cyber 

Attribution Consensus, March 2021

Report 3:

Rachel Anne Carter, Darren Pain, 

Rory Egan and Peter Zimmerli, 

Impact, Quantification and 

Solutions (illustrative title- expected 

June 2021)

April 2021, FS Club Webinar

All reports can be downloaded at: https://www.genevaassociation.org/cyber-war-and-terrorism

https://www.genevaassociation.org/cyber-war-and-terrorism
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Thank You For Listening

Forthcoming Events

• Mon, 19 Apr (10:00-10:45) Financial Centres Of The World 2021: Focus On Frankfurt

• Tue, 20 Apr (11:00-11:45) Esop Sofa: Hot Topics In Employee Share Ownership - Newspad Review

• Wed, 21 Apr (14:00-14:45) Why 2021 Will Be A Record Year For M&A In The Knowledge Economy -

Consulting, Software & Technology Services

• Fri, 23 Apr (12:00-12:45) If We Have Financial Services Bills, What Should Be In A Digital Services Bill?

Visit  https://fsclub.zyen.com/events/forthcoming-events/
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